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Abstract
The detachment of cells from the boundary of an epithelial tissue and the subsequent invasion of
these cells into surrounding tissues is important for cancer development and wound healing, and is
strongly associated with the epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT). Chemical signals, such as
TGF-β, produced by surrounding tissue can be uptaken by cells and induce EMT. In this work, we
present a novel cell-based discrete mathematical model of mechanical cellular relaxation, cell
proliferation, and cell detachment driven by chemically-dependent EMT in an epithelial tissue. A
continuum description of the model is then derived in the form of a novel nonlinear free boundary
problem. Using the discrete and continuum models we explore how the coupling of chemical
transport and mechanical interactions influences EMT, and postulate how this could be used to
help control EMT in pathological situations.

1. Introduction

Cell detachment driven by epithelial–mesenychmal
transitions (EMT) is crucial to many biological pro-
cesses: embryonic development; later development
in adults; wound healing; and cancer development
[1–3]. During EMT, changes in gene expression
and post-translational regulation mechanisms lead to
increased invasive ability through the loss of epithelial
characteristics and the acquisition of mesenchymal
characteristics [1]. This transition is characterised
by the loosening of cell–cell junctions and break-
down of the basement membrane [1]. EMT can be
induced by chemical signals, such as TGF-β [4], and
is regulated by physical signals such as mechanical
stress [5]. While EMT plays an important role in
development, where it is a highly controlled and reg-
ulated process, EMT can be detrimental when ini-
tiated by cancer systems as it accelerates malignant
progression and metastasis [6]. Furthermore, as 90%
of cancer related deaths are associated to metastatic
spread rather than cancer limited to a primary site

[7], EMT is an important factor when considering
therapy regimes [8–11]. Previous theoretical models
of EMT have largely neglected the role of mechani-
cal interactions. Therefore, in this work we develop a
novel mathematical model to explore how mechanical
interactions between cells influence EMT and the evo-
lution of a primary tumour. Using our model, we ask
when do tumours grow or shrink, and how mechani-
cal interactions and an EMT-inducing chemical could
influence the rate of cell detachment. These insights
could be used to help understand how to control EMT
in pathological situations.

Mathematical models have proven to be a pow-
erful tool to improve our understanding of EMT by
providing a conceptual framework in which to inte-
grate and analyse experimental data and make testable
predictions, some of which have since been experi-
mentally validated, for example, the existence of the
epithelial/mesenchymal hybrid state [3, 4, 12–15] and
waves of temporal cell–cell detachments [16, 17].
Experimental and modelling studies are typically per-
formed either at the single-cell level, by considering
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regulatory networks [3, 12, 13], or at the population-
level, for example where cell populations are mod-
elled with lattice based frameworks and the inclusion
of cell–cell communication results in spatial hetero-
geneity [18]. However, existing models for EMT typ-
ically do not account for mechanical relaxation nor
cell proliferation, both of which influence cell migra-
tion and cell size [5, 18]. These processes are thought
to play a key role in cell–cell communication, tis-
sue size, and the rate of cell detachment driven by
EMT [18, 19]. Further, existing models typically do
not connect descriptions of single-cell processes to
population-scale behaviours.

In this work, we develop and explore a novel math-
ematical model of EMT which includes mechanical
cellular relaxation, cell proliferation and cell detach-
ment driven by chemical signals. We allow individual
cells to detach from the tissue at the free boundary
where the chemical concentration is highest [18]. This
leads to a novel nonlinear free boundary problem.
The evolution of epithelial monolayers and tumours
have previously been modelled as free boundary
problems [20–22]. However, many previous studies
specify a classical one-phase Stefan condition [23] at
the free boundary, where the rate of expansion of the
free boundary is assumed proportional to the spatial
gradient of the density without strong biological jus-
tification, or the evolution of the tissue length is speci-
fied according to experimental observations [24–29].
Here, the evolution of the tissue boundary arises nat-
urally from the cell-scale processes of cell prolifera-
tion, mechanical cellular relaxation [30–32], and cell
detachment.

To implement this model, we start with a
cell-based discrete model, where we prescribe
individual cell-level properties, and then derive
the corresponding tissue-level continuum partial
differential equation model. This approach extends
previous studies [30–38] all of which consider
mechanical cell movement, but do not consider cell
detachment driven by EMT. The continuum model
is useful to analyse possible behaviours of the model
including tissue shrinkage, tissue homeostasis, and
tissue growth depending on the initial number of
cells, mechanical cell properties, the rate of prolif-
eration, and chemical diffusivity. Importantly, we
provide guidance when the discrete and continuum
models are accurate. To simulate the mathematical
model numerically, we devise a new method to incor-
porate chemical diffusion in an evolving population
of cells with variable cells lengths.

This work is structured in the following way; we
present the cell-based discrete model (section 2.1)
and derive the corresponding continuum model
(section 2.2). Then using the new discrete and
continuum models we explore when tumours grow
or shrink, and how mechanical interactions and an
EMT-inducing chemical could influence the rate
of cell detachment. To do so we consider different

mechanisms in the models: cell-length-independent
proliferation mechanism and chemically-
independent cell detachment (section 3.1);
cell-length-dependent proliferation mechanism
and chemically-independent cell detachment
(section 3.2); chemically-dependent cell detachment
driven by an EMT-inducing chemical which dif-
fuses slowly (section 3.3), or which diffuses quickly
(section 3.4).

2. Model description

In this section, we present the new discrete model of
mechanical cellular relaxation, cell proliferation, and
cell detachment driven by a chemically-dependent
EMT process in an epithelial tissue. We then derive
the corresponding continuum model. To simplify the
model, we suppose that linear diffusion is the key
transport mechanism by which the chemical that
induces EMT is transported from the free bound-
ary inwards through the cells in the epithelial tissue
(figure 1).

2.1. Discrete model
We consider a one-dimensional chain of cells to repre-
sent the cross-section of an epithelial tissue (figure 1).
Each cell is assumed to act like a mechanical spring
[22, 30–32, 35, 36]. The tissue has a fixed bound-
ary at x = 0 and a free boundary at x = L(t) > 0.
Cells undergo mechanical relaxation which results
in changes in cell length and corresponding move-
ments of cell boundaries. Cell i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , N(t),
occupies the interval xi(t) < x < xi+1(t), where xi(t)
and xi+1(t) are the positions of the left and right
boundaries of the cell, respectively, so that cell i has
length li(t) = xi+1(t) − xi(t). Each cell is prescribed
with cell stiffness k > 0 and resting cell length a > 0.
We assume that the motion of each cell boundary is
subject to mechanical interactions and occurs in a vis-
cous medium, resulting in a drag force with drag coef-
ficient η > 0 [22, 35, 39, 40]. Then, as cells move in
dissipative environments, the motion is assumed to be
overdamped [35, 39] and the cell boundary evolution
equations are

dx1

dt
= 0, (1)

η
dxi

dt
= fi+1(t) − fi(t) i = 1, 2, . . . , N(t), (2)

η
dxN+1

dt
= −fN(t), (3)

where, for simplicity, we use fi(t) = k (li(t) − a) to
represent a linear Hookean force law, and N(t) evolves
in time due to proliferation and cell detachment.

We assume any cell in the tissue is able to pro-
liferate via a stochastic cell proliferation mechanism
that may depend on cell length. We assume that cell i
proliferates with probability P(li)dt in the small time
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Figure 1. Schematic for models of EMT and cell detachment. (a) Boundary cell detachment at a constant rate. (b) and (c)
Boundary cell detachment driven by chemically-dependent EMT with (b) low diffusion and (c) high diffusion. The
EMT-inducing chemical diffuses inwards from the external environment through the cell at the free boundary. In (b) with low
diffusion the boundary cell contains most of the EMT-inducing chemical whereas in (c) with high diffusion the chemical is spread
throughout the boundary and internal cells. Chemical concentration is shown with colouring: low concentration below the
cell-detachment chemical threshold (light red) to a higher concentration above the cell-detachment chemical threshold (dark
red). (d) Proliferation produces two identical daughter cells. Each daughter cell mechanically relaxes to the resting cell length and
the concentration changes accordingly.

interval [t, t + dt), where the function P(·) depends
on the proliferation mechanism considered, and li is
the current cell length (figure 2(b)). When a prolifer-
ation event occurs in a cell of length li, the cell divides
into two cells of length li/2, and any chemical inside
the cell is conserved and divided equally between the
two daughter cells. The chemical concentration sub-
sequently dilutes as the daughter cells mechanically
relax to their resting cell lengths (figure 1(d)).

We assume an external source of EMT-inducing
chemical and suppose that linear diffusion is the
key transport mechanism by which the chemical is
transported into and through the epithelial tissue.
To model linear diffusion we consider the chain of

cells to be a non-uniform lattice on which we can
simulate a point-jump process for molecules of the
chemical. As it is computationally expensive to track
many individual particles, we focus on the chemical
concentration. In the epithelial tissue, each cell i has
a chemical concentration ci(t) = Mi(t)/li(t), where
Mi(t) is the number of molecules of the chemical in
cell i at time t, and li(t) is the length of cell i at time t.
Therefore, the concentration in each cell is assumed to
be well-mixed. Then the equations governing chemi-
cal concentration are [41]

l1
dc1

dt
= −c1

dl1
dt︸ ︷︷ ︸

dilution

+ T−
2 c2l2 − T+

1 c1l1︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion

, (4)
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Figure 2. Cell detachment driven by chemically-dependent EMT and proliferation mechanisms. (a) Cell detachment
mechanisms: cell detachment at a constant rate ω independent of chemical concentration (black); cell detachment at a constant
rate ω/(1 − φ) when the concentration, c, is above a concentration threshold, C (red). (b) Cell-length-dependent proliferation
mechanisms: independent of cell length at rate β (black); linearly dependent on cell-length (blue) defined by ensuring P(0) = 0
and P(a) = β. In this main manuscript we set ω = 0.1,φ = 0.9, C = 500 and β = 0.0025, and vary φ in supplementary material.

li
dci

dt
= − ci

dli
dt︸︷︷︸

dilution

+T+
i−1ci−1li−1−

(
T+

i +T−
i

)
cili +T−

i+1ci+1li+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion

,

i = 2, 3, . . . , N − 1, (5)

lN
dcN

dt
= −cN

dlN
dt︸ ︷︷ ︸

dilution

+ T+
N−1cN−1lN−1 − T−

N cNlN︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion

+ S︸︷︷︸
source

, (6)

where T±
i are left and right transition rates that

model linear diffusion of chemical molecules
between neighbouring cells with diffusivity D,
respectively. How these transition rates are chosen
requires great care and is detailed in supplementary
material S2 (https://stacks.iop.org/PB/18/046001/
mmedia) where we introduce a new method, called
the interval-Voronoi method. The dilution term in
equations (4)–(6) represents the fact that chemical
concentrations increase/decrease as the cell length
reduces/increases. To mimic a chemical diffusing
into the tissue from an external source, we assume
that a constant number of molecules per unit time,
S, is provided to cell N from the external source.

We further assume that the chemical cannot diffuse
across the boundary at the rear of the tissue (x = 0).
This assumption corresponds to modelling only the
right-hand side of an epithelial tissue where x = 0 is
the middle of the tissue.

Given the chemical concentrations in each cell, we
introduce cell detachment driven by EMT which is a
key feature of the discrete mechanical model. Here,
we consider cell detachment to be a two-step pro-
cess. The first step models the EMT process itself as
a cell-state transition whereby cells acquire an inva-
sive phenotype. The boundary cell gains the invasive
phenotype when its chemical concentration is above
a constant threshold, C (figure 2) [4, 12, 13]. If at
any time the chemical concentration drops below the
threshold the cell loses its invasive phenotype, which
it can only regain once the chemical concentration
increases above C. The ability of the cell to gain and
lose its invasive phenotype is associated with epithe-
lial–mesenchymal plasticity [14]. The second part of
the process is where the boundary cell, once it acquires
the invasive phenotype, detaches from the tissue [42]
in [t, t + dt) with probability ω(cN(t))dt where cN(t)
is the chemical concentration in the boundary cell N
at time t. Once a cell detaches we no longer consider
its dynamics and we assume it moves away from the
epithelial tissue.

As we are interested in whether tumours grow
or shrink, we can consider the evolution of the total
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number of cells, N(t), which depends on the balance
between proliferation and EMT. For an individual
realisation of this discrete model, N(t) is expected to
increase when

N(t)∑
i=1

P (li) > ω(cN). (7)

We numerically simulate the discrete model gov-
erned by equations (1)–(6), and prescribe initial con-
ditions for the cell positions, xi(0), the mechanical cell
properties k and a, drag coefficient η, as well as pro-
liferation properties, and assume that there is initially
no chemical inside any cell in the tissue (supplemen-
tary material S2).

2.2. Continuum model
We now derive the corresponding free boundary
continuum model for cell detachment driven by
chemically-dependent EMT. Components of this
model have been derived in our previous studies,
and where this is the case we state the equation
and provide a reference to the reader for full details
[30, 32, 35, 36].

The cell density, q(x, t) > 0, which is the number
of cells per unit length and the continuous analogue
of 1/li, evolves according to the following nonlinear
moving boundary problem [36]

∂q(x, t)

∂t
= − 1

η

∂2f (x, t)

∂x2︸ ︷︷ ︸
mechanical relaxation

+ q(x, t)P

(
1

q(x, t)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

proliferation

, 0 < x < L(t),

(8)

where f (x, t) = k
(
1/q(x, t) − a

)
is the continuous

analogue of the discrete Hookean force law and
P(1/q(x, t)) is the continuous analogue of P(li).

The fixed boundary condition at x = 0, corre-
sponding to equation (1), is [35]

∂q(0, t)

∂x
= 0, (9)

and the mechanical relaxation condition at the free
boundary, x = L(t), gives rise to a nonlinear bound-
ary condition [30, 32]

1

2q(L(t), t)

∂f (L(t), t)

∂x
= −f (L(t), t). (10)

The boundary conditions in equations (9) and (10)
ensure that no cells are lost by crossing the tis-
sue boundaries but cells can still detach at the free
boundary, x = L(t). In the continuum model this
corresponds to loss of tissue material at a moving
interface [43]. To capture cells detaching from the tis-
sue at x = L(t), we consider conservation of mass and

derive the following evolution equation for the free
boundary (supplementary material S1)

dL(t)

dt
=

1

ηq(L(t), t)

∂f (L(t), t)

∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸
mechanical relaxation

− ω (c(L(t), t))

q(L(t), t)
.

︸ ︷︷ ︸
cells lost due to detachment

(11)

The chemical concentration is governed by the fol-
lowing advection-diffusion equation [24, 25, 32, 44]

∂c(x, t)

∂t
+

∂

∂x
(u(x, t)c(x, t))

= D
∂2c(x, t)

∂x2
, 0 < x < L(t), (12)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, and the cell veloc-
ity, u(x, t), determined from equation (8), is

u(x, t) =
1

ηq(x, t)

∂f (x, t)

∂x
. (13)

The boundary at x = 0 is fixed, and because there
is no chemical transport across this boundary in
the discrete model, we impose the following no-flux
boundary condition

∂c(0, t)

∂x
= 0. (14)

At the free boundary, x = L(t), the only transport of
chemical in the discrete model is the supply of a con-
stant number of molecules per unit time, S, from the
external environment. The corresponding boundary
condition at x = L(t) in the continuum model is

D
∂c(L(t), t)

∂x
= S, (15)

obtained by enforcing that the total flux of c(x, t) in
the frame of reference co-moving with L(t) is equal to
−S [32].

We supplement the continuum model with ini-
tial conditions for tissue length, L(0), density q(x, 0)
for 0 < x < L(0), and chemical concentration c(x, 0)
for 0 < x < L(0). Then equations (8)–(15) are solved
numerically using a boundary fixing transformation
[45] and an implicit finite difference approximation,
see supplementary material S3 for further details.

3. Results and discussion

The evolution of the number of cells in the epithe-
lial tissue, N(t), the length of the epithelial tissue,
L(t), and the number of cells that undergo EMT
and detach from the epithelial tissue are coupled.
Biologically this coupling is of great interest. In the
context of cancer, a primary tumour site without
EMT is a localised problem, whereas a single tumour
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site with EMT and cell detachments may result in
many secondary tumour sites that can be a greater
problem as 90% of cancer related deaths are associ-
ated with metastatic spread [7]. We are interested in
how mechanical interactions influence EMT and sub-
sequently how tumours grow or shrink. Therefore, we
choose parameters to explore the range of behaviours
that our new mathematical model of EMT predicts.
Further, as the continuum model is useful to anal-
yse possible behaviours, we seek to understand when
the continuum model is a good description of the
underlying discrete model by considering initial pop-
ulations with low numbers of cells. Our parameter
choices are also consistent with experimental observa-
tions that can vary greatly depending on the cell type
and driving mechanisms: a cell can proliferate on the
order of once every 12 h to once every few days; EMT
can occur over the course of hours, a few days [46], or
many days (e.g. 9–12 days [47]); the rate of mechan-
ical relaxation is faster than the rate of proliferation
and EMT, with η/k ≈ 5–16 min being a typical exper-
imental value [40]; and a typical experimental value
for the resting cell length being a ≈ 10 μm [33].

3.1. Cell-length-independent proliferation and
chemically-independent EMT
The simplest model is chemically-independent cell
detachment of the boundary cell at a constant rate,
ω, with cell-length-independent proliferation for each
cell at a constant rate, β (figures 2(a) and (b)). It is
useful to first examine this problem with the contin-
uum model. Conservation of mass (equation (S.1))
gives a simple ordinary differential equation for the
evolution of N(t),

dN(t)

dt
= βN(t) − ω, with solution

N(t) =
ω

β
+

(
N(0) − ω

β

)
exp(βt). (16)

Then, depending on the initial number of cells, N(0),
and the critical cell number, ω/β, there are three pos-
sible long-term outcomes: (i) N(t) → 0 in finite time,
which we refer to as extinction, when N(0) < ω/β;
(ii) N(t) remains constant for all t when N(0) = ω/β;
(iii) N(t) →∞ as t →∞ when N(0) > ω/β. It is
clear from equation (16) that in all cases mechan-
ical interactions do not influence N(t). However,
each cell mechanically relaxes towards its equilib-
rium length as N(t) evolves over time. To capture
the evolution of the tissue length, L(t), and cell den-
sity, q(x, t) we solve the full continuum model, gov-
erned by equations (8)–(10) and (11) (figure 3). The
total number of cells which detach grows linearly with
time at rate ω for chemically-independent EMT when
the tissue is not close to extinction, and plateaus if
extinction occurs (figure S4).

In general, the solution of the continuum model
provides an accurate approximation for the evolu-
tion of N(t), L(t) and q(x, t) when compared to

appropriately averaged quantities from many discrete
realisations (figures 3, S5–S8). This correspondence
between the discrete and continuum model holds
provided that the rate of mechanical relaxation, deter-
mined by the ratio of cell stiffness to drag coefficient,
k/η, is sufficiently fast relative to the rate of cell prolif-
eration, see section 3.3 of [36]; and that N(t) is suffi-
ciently large to define a continuum, see supplemen-
tary material S4.4. However, when N(0) is close to
ω/β the behaviour of the discrete and the continuum
model may differ. Extinction behaviour of the contin-
uum model is deterministic and solely determined by
N(0), whereas stochastic effects in the discrete model
imply that different realisations for the same N(0)
may sometimes result in extinction and sometimes in
unbounded growth (figure 3(c), equation (7)) [48].
To quantify this difference between the models, we
simulate many identically-prepared realisations of the
discrete model and calculate the survival probability
of the tissue: the probability that an individual realisa-
tion is not extinct at a certain time. By comparing the
survival probability of the tissue from the discrete and
continuum models for a range of N(0), figure 4 shows
that when N(0) is close to ω/β and when N(0) is
close to extinction, results from the continuum model
may not reflect the behaviour of individual discrete
realisations.

3.2. Cell-length-dependent proliferation and
chemically-independent EMT
With a constant cell-length-independent prolifera-
tion rate, N(0) determines the long-term solution
of the continuum model, whereas with cell-length-
dependent proliferation we must also consider the
initial cell lengths, li(0), resting cell length, a, and
the ratio of cell stiffness to drag coefficient, k/η.
If we consider a linear proliferation mechanism
P(li) = βli/a, shown in figure 2(b), then the critical
tissue length is ωa/β (equation (7)). Therefore
in this case mechanical interactions between the
cells are important. Parameter combinations that
lead to extinction with cell-length-independent
proliferation may now grow without bound with
cell-length-dependent proliferation (section S4.3).
Similarly, parameter combinations that lead to
unbounded growth with cell-length-independent
proliferation may now lead to extinction with cell-
length-dependent proliferation. Further, the model
predicts that compressed tissues can go extinct faster
(figures 5(a), (c) and (e)) than stretched tissues
(figures 5(b), (d) and (f)). Good agreement between
the continuum model and appropriately averaged
quantities from many discrete realisations is also
observed when considering cell-length-dependent
proliferation (supplementary material S4.7).

When we consider cell-length-dependent prolifer-
ation, the long term outcome of the model depends
upon the mechanical properties, k/η, and rate of cell
proliferation and detachment. In general, when k/η
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Figure 3. Chemically-independent cell detachment at a constant rate with a cell-length-independent proliferation mechanism.
(a) and (b) Kymographs showing evolution of cell boundaries (black curves, note bifurcations when cells divide) for one discrete
realisation with cell density, q(x, t), colouring for (a) N(0) = 20 and (b) N(0) = 60. Note domain size in (b) is double that of (a).
(c) and (d) Three initial cell populations starting at mechanical equilibrium, L(0) = N(0)a. For N(0) = 20, 60 the average of 2000
discrete realisations (blue) are compared with the continuum model (green). For N(0) = ω/β = 40, 10 discrete realisations
(grey) are compared with the continuum model (green). (c) Evolution of number of cells, N(t). (d) Evolution of tissue length,
L(t). Mechanical parameters: k = 1, a = 0.1, η = 1.

Figure 4. Survival probability of the tissue, S , for the
cell-length-independent proliferation mechanism and
chemically-independent cell detachment with
N(0) = 1, 2, . . . , 80. Comparison between the deterministic
continuum model (red solid line), and the average of 2000
realisations of the stochastic discrete model (shading).
Here, w/β = 40.

is large compared to β, the outcome of the model
is similar to the simpler cell-length-independent
proliferation case. As before, the solution of the con-
tinuum model is a good approximation of appropri-
ately averaged data from the discrete model, except
when N(t) is low (figure 5). However, whereas for cell-
length-independent proliferation stochastic effects
are important when the initial number of cells N(0) is

close to ω/β, for cell-length-dependent proliferation
stochastic effects are important whenever the current
tissue length, L(t), is close to the critical tissue length,
ωa/β, as the epithelial tissue may go extinct in some
realisations while the epithelial tissue may grow in
other realisations (supplementary material S4.3). As
we are considering chemically-independent EMT the
total number of cells which detach grows linearly with
time at rateω when the tissue is not close to extinction
(figure S4).

3.3. Chemically-dependent EMT with small
diffusivity
We now consider a general EMT-inducing chemi-
cal, with TGF-β being one such example of many
candidate signalling molecules. As different EMT-
inducing chemicals may have different diffusivities,
we will consider a range of possible diffusivities
from a very small diffusivity to assuming the chem-
ical in the tissue is in diffusive equilibrium at all
times. To begin, we assume very small diffusivity
and cell-length-independent proliferation. Assum-
ing that the tissue initially contains no chemical,
the chemical is provided to the boundary cell only,
and small diffusivity, then the chemical is mostly
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Figure 5. Chemically-independent cell detachment at a constant rate with a linear cell-length-dependent proliferation
mechanism. Two initial cell populations with N(0) = 20, the first uniformly compressed with L(0) = 1 and the second uniformly
stretched with L(0) = 4. (a) and (b) Kymographs with density, q(x, t), colouring. (c)–(f) The average of 2000 discrete realisations
(blue) are compared with the continuum model (green). (c) and (d) Evolution of total cell number, N(t). (e) and (f) Evolution of
tissue length, L(t). Mechanical parameters: k = 1, a = 0.1, η = 1. Critical tissue length is ωa/β = 4.

concentrated in the boundary cell. To compare the
chemically-dependent cell detachment model with
the chemically-independent cell detachment model
(section 3.1) we choose parameters so that the aver-
age rate of cell detachment is the same in both mod-
els, provided the boundary cell is close to its resting
cell length. Chemically-dependent cell detachment is
a two-step process: (i) the boundary cell gains an inva-
sive phenotype when its chemical concentration is
above the chemical threshold, C, (ii) the boundary
cell detaches. So we introduce a parameter φ ∈ [0, 1]
which defines the ratio of the average time in pro-
cess (i) as φ/ω and the average time in process (ii) as
(1 − φ)/ω (figure 2). Note that φ = 0 corresponds
to the chemically-independent model we explore in

sections 3.1 and 3.2. As before, the total number of
cells which detach grows linearly with time at rate ω

when the tissue is not close to extinction (figure S4).
We find that agreement between results from the

discrete model and corresponding continuum model
is not as accurate as before for large values of φ

(figures 6(a), (d) and (g) for φ = 0.9, supplementary
material S4.5.1). In the discrete model we assume that
a constant number of molecules of the chemical are
supplied to the boundary cell (equation (6)), to mimic
a chemical diffusing in from the external environ-
ment, and assume that the concentration in every cell
is well-mixed. However, for low diffusivities, here D =

10−5, the well-mixed assumption is not valid. So the
rate of cell detachment, ω(cN(t)), should be updated

8
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Figure 6. Increasing diffusion delays first EMT. Cell detachment driven by chemically-dependent EMT with varying diffusivities
and a cell-length-independent proliferation mechanism. Cells are initially at their resting cell lengths with initial cell populations
N(0) = 20. Kymographs with chemical concentration, c(x, t), colouring shown for (a) D = 10−5, (b) D = 10−2, (c) D = 1.
(d)–(i) The average of 2000 discrete realisations (blue) are compared with the continuum model (green). (d)–(f) Evolution of
total cell number, N(t). (g)–(i) Evolution of tissue length, L(t). Mechanical parameters: k = 1, a = 0.1, η = 1.

to account for intracellular chemical concentration
gradients. In contrast to the discrete model, the
continuum model does capture intracellular concen-
tration gradients and the rate of cell detachment is
determined by c(L(T), t), which is the concentration
at the right edge of the boundary cell. With low dif-
fusivity, the chemical concentration is localised to
L(t) in the continuum model, rather than spread
throughout the cell, so the continuum model reaches
the concentration threshold faster than realisations
of the discrete model. This explains the difference in
figures 6(d) and (g). When φ is small or diffusivity
is increased these differences are smaller (supplemen-
tary material S4.6, 3.4).

3.4. Chemically-dependent EMT with higher
diffusivity
Higher chemical diffusivity results in the boundary
cell having a lower chemical concentration, on aver-
age, than the same simulation with lower chemical
diffusivity. This means that the time for the first cell
to undergo EMT and detach increases (figures 6(b)
and (c)). The delay of the first cell detachment can be

sufficient to result in a transient rise in total cell num-
ber. However, as diffusivity is high the chemical con-
centration inside internal cells is close to the chemi-
cal concentration inside the boundary cell. Therefore,
after the first cell detaches the new boundary cell may
already be above or close to the concentration thresh-
old, and hence quickly gains the invasive phenotype.
This can lead to a rapid sequence of cell detachments,
which was not seen with the models in the previous
sections (figures 6(b) and (c), S4(e)–(g)).

Results in figures 6(e), (f), (h) and (i) show good
agreement between the continuum model and the
appropriately averaged quantities from many dis-
crete realisations. The difference in figures 6(e) and
(h) for t � 250 is due to low N(t) near extinction
(section 3.1, supplementary material S4.4). The dif-
ference in figures 6(f) and (i) at t � 200 is due
stochastic effects in the discrete model, including the
number of cells and tissue length. These are more
prominent for D = 1 (figures 6(f) and (i)) in com-
parison to D = 10−3 (figures 6(e) and (h)) due to the
increased time to reach the concentration threshold
(supplementary material S4.5.2).
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Special cases assuming the chemical in the tis-
sue is at diffusive equilibrium at all times and
instantaneous mechanical relaxation result in four
possible behaviours (supplementary material (S5)):
unbounded tissue growth without EMT and cell
detachment; unbounded tissue growth with some
EMT; eventual tissue homeostasis and constant EMT;
and eventual tissue extinction due to EMT.

4. Conclusion

In this work we seek to explore how mechanical inter-
actions influence the evolution of an epithelial tis-
sue. Using our mathematical model, we ask when do
tumours grow or shrink, and how mechanical interac-
tions and an EMT-inducing chemical could influence
the rate of cell detachment. Starting with a stochas-
tic cell-based discrete model describing mechani-
cal relaxation, cell-length-dependent proliferation,
and cell detachment driven by chemically-dependent
EMT, we derive the corresponding deterministic con-
tinuum description which takes the form of a novel
nonlinear free boundary problem. In contrast to pre-
vious free boundary models we derive the bound-
ary condition from cell-level biological processes and
incorporate EMT. Both the discrete and continuum
models useful information: discrete models show the
important role of stochastic effects while contin-
uum models help classify possible behaviours. Our
results show good agreement between the contin-
uum model and appropriately averaged quantities
from many discrete realisations. However, as can be
expected, there are occasions when the determinis-
tic continuum model does not capture the fact that,
due to stochastic proliferation and EMT in the dis-
crete model, different identically prepared individual
discrete realisations may result in different long-term
behaviour.

Our models suggest that the coupling of mechan-
ical interactions with EMT is important, can change
the probability of long-term extinction significantly,
and give rise to different rates of cell detachment
[16, 17]. Using our model we postulate that to prevent
cell detachment driven by EMT and delay the start of
the metastatic cascade, one could chemically alter the
speed of mechanical relaxation to encourage the tissue
length to increase and hence cause the EMT-inducing
chemical concentration to decrease. However, if the
tissue length increases then proliferation may be more
likely and the number of cancer cells in primary
tumour would increase, which is also not desirable.
Therefore, there is a delicate trade off between pro-
liferation and EMT that should be considered when
seeking to prevent cancer development. Furthermore,
the model predicts that if EMT is delayed then the
tissue may rapidly collapse due to many cells detach-
ing in quick succession, which is undesirable as it may
encourage metastasis. In contrast, for wound healing
we may prefer cell-detachment driven by EMT and

more proliferation to encourage the wound to heal
faster. It will be useful to explore these ideas by extend-
ing this model to track individual cells or clusters of
cells [19] that detach from the tissue in a two-regime
model [49] or multi-organ model [50, 51], and incor-
porating mesenchymal–epithelial transitions (MET)
[52–54]. Furthermore, the time taken for a cell to
proliferate can be on the order of once every 12 h
to once every few days and EMT can occur over the
course of hours, a few days [46], or many days (e.g.
9–12 days [47]), depending on the cell type and driv-
ing mechanisms. Therefore, the critical cell number
ω/β and critical tissue length ωa/β μm we consider
in this work are of a similar order of magnitude to
that expected in vitro and may be interesting to test
experimentally.

The mathematical framework that we develop
here, and in related studies [30–32, 35, 36], is well-
suited to incorporate additional biological mecha-
nisms and explore different modelling assumptions.
One modelling assumption we could change would be
to allow the EMT-inducing chemical to diffuse across
the boundary at the rear of the tissue, which may pre-
vent a build up of chemical. Introducing intracellular
diffusion in the discrete model would also resolve the
issue around the well-mixed assumption not being
valid for low diffusivities. We also assume, to illus-
trate a potential role for mechanochemical coupling,
that a single chemical drives EMT. In reality, many
biological processes at the level of proteins, mRNAs,
and miRNAs occur and it may be interesting to incor-
porate regulatory networks which govern these pro-
cesses into each cell in the discrete model [12, 13].
While linear diffusion of the EMT-inducing chemi-
cal between cells is arguably the simplest approach
to include chemical transport and some experi-
mental evidence exists for intercellular chemical
transport [55], other mechanisms may be more bio-
logically realistic, such as chemicals diffusing exter-
nally and being uptaken by cells [18] and cell adhe-
sion regulated by interactions between E-cadherin
and β-catenin [17]. It is an interesting question to ask
whether other transport mechanisms are well approx-
imated by the linear diffusion model we consider
here.

The one-dimensional approach taken in this
work has many advantages in its predictive power,
interpretability, and relative computational simplic-
ity in comparison to two- or three-dimensional mod-
els. Furthermore, cell-length-dependent proliferation
may be thought of as an approximation for cell-
volume-dependent proliferation which occurs for
cells that move in three-dimensional environments.
However, real cells can also spread without changing
volume, so it may be beneficial to explore the role
of the cell cycle in this one-dimensional framework
[56]. A significant extension of this work would be
to consider higher dimensions. The discrete model
could be extended by considering a cell-centre or
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vertex model which introduces questions regard-
ing cell shape and how neighbours can be iden-
tified, along with increased computational expense
[39, 57, 58]. A corresponding continuum model in
higher dimensions is less clear. The one-dimensional
model enforces an ordering of neighbouring cells,
which is important when deriving a continuum
model [33, 59]. However, in higher dimensions cells
can change their neighbours which poses significant
challenges [33, 59]. We leave this extension for future
consideration.
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